C optic Bin d i n g
Instructions and Demo by Elizabeth Castaldo • www.elizabethcastaldo.com
Coptic binding is a style of sewn signature
binding where the signitures are sewn
together between two separate covers using
a link stitch that produces a lovely braided
pattern across the spine. Because the book
does not have a cased in spine it lays very
flat making it a popular structure for sketchbooks or journals. These instructions walk you
through handmade covers, but you can use
all sorts of ready made or found materials for
covers as well. The binding itself is
non-adhesive which makes it fairly quick and
easy to do at home.

Materials Yo u Will Ne e d
• paper for the interior
• binders board
• paper or bookcloth to cover boards
• paper for inside of covers
• bone folder
• pin awl and/ or heavy duty awl
• bookbinding thread
• curved or straight bookbinding needle
• wax for the thread (optional)
• glue brush
• PVA glue
• methyl cellulose
• pencil
• x-acto
• cutting mat
• ruler or triangle
• newsprint or scrap paper
• a hammer

A Note on Pap e r G r a i n
Paper has a grain which determines the direction it should be folded. Being aware of the paper
grain while making books with ensure that your book has greater structural integrity and more
elegant movement. The grain is formed during the process of making the paper and is the
direction in which most of the fibers are lying. If you take a sheet of paper and gently roll it over, like
you are about to fold it but without creasing it, you’ll be able to feel that there is more resistance in
one direction than the other. You want to always be folding in the direction of least resistance. The
board has a grain as well and if you can tell which direction its in, the grain should always run
parallel to the spine of the book.

Prepping t h e Pap e r a n d M a k i n g Sig n at u r e s
Decide on the size you want to make your
book and cut your paper down to twice the
width of that size, for example, for a 5 x 7 book
you’d cut the paper down to 10 x 7.
If you’re using a bookweight paper group
three to four sheets and fold them in half
together, creasing the fold with the bone folder.
Continue making signatures until you have the
number of pages you want. If using a thicker
paper use fewer sheets per signature.
Set aside for now or place folded signatures
under weight if possible.

Making t h e C ove r s

endsheet papers

binder’s board

Paper backed book cloth

Cut two pieces of binders board to about an
eighth of an inch larger than your page size.
You will also need bookcloth that overhangs the
boards byatleast one inch on all sides and paper
for endsheets.

Get your glue ready: PVA alone will be fine, but
its eve better if you can mix in some methyl cellulose. This will extend your working time. Place
a pice of board onto some newsprint. Brush the
glue on from the center out until the board is
covered, discard the gluey news print.

Lay your book cloth paper side up and place the
board in the center, glue side down. Press down
well with your hands.

Trim excess cloth away, but leave atleast 3/4 inch
to 1 inch for turn ins.

Using a scrap of board as a straight edge, trim
Place your cover onto nes print and glue out and
off all four corners at 45 degree angles. It helps to turn in opposite edges.
place the scrap against the corner of the board
and then tilt it outward so your leaving just a bit
more than one board thickness of cloth at the
corners.

Use the bone folder to make sure the cloth is
oressed down well to the sides and back of the
board.

Before turning in the other two edges, apply glue
and then use the point of your bone folder to
tuck in the small flaps at the corners. Turn in.

Make sure you’re endsheet paper fits within your
cover. It should be just slightly small, most likely
the same as your page size will do.

Place face down on newsprint and apply glue
from the center out. If your paper rolls up, give
it a few minutes to relax and apply more glue if
necessary.

Apply to the inside of the board and carefully
smooth down well with your bone folder, you can
use a clean sheet of news print on top to avoide
tearing the wet paper.
Repeat this process for the second cover and
press both under weight covered with a sheet of
waxed paper for several hours or overnight.

Making A Jig a n d P u n c h i n g Ho le s

Your book should have atleast three sewing
stations for structure but coptic bindings usually
have more for decoration. Start with a scrap of
paper that is the height of your page, fold it in
half and make a fold about a hald inch from the
end, add more if you’d like.

Each fold represents a sewing station. The folds/
sewing stations do not have to be symmetrical.
Unfold it and you should have something similar
to the above photo.

Take a scrap of sturdier paper thats a little taller
than your book. Align the end of your folded paper with the end of the new scrap.

With your pencil, draw a line from each fold onto
the new piece of paper, being sure that each
mark extends to the edge of the paper.

Optional: to make a more precise jig, cut a tiny
triangular shaped notch at each mark off the
edge of the paper. This creates a little channel
that will guide the awl.

Punch holes in signatures: One signature at a
time, place your jig into the inner fold. The bottom end of the jig should align with the bottom
edge of the page, the long end extends off, this
should make it easier to handle.

Hold the jig in place with one hand while you use
the other to punch a hole through the fold with
your pin awl at each mark or notch. Continue
until all signatures have holes punched.

The covers will be punch from the top and we
can transform our sewing jig to work for the covers too. Start by extending a line from each mark
or notch across the paper jig.

Next draw a vertical line that is about a quarter
inch from one edge.

It should look like the photo above. The holes will
be punched where the lines intersect. You can
also make the jigs out of graph paper.

Punch holes in covers: Use a piece of wood or a
few layers of scrap board to protect your table
and place your cover on top with the outside
facing up. Position your jig flush against one
edge. You can tape it in place to keep it from
moving.

Use a heavy duty awl if you have one. line up the
awl with each point where the lines intersect on
the jig. Hold in place firmy and hit two to three
times with a hammer to punch a hole through
the board. Repeat with the other cover piece.

Sewing th e B o ok

Start here from inside

Thread a needle with waxed thread and tie a
knot in the end. Place the first signature on top of
the inside of one of your covers. The holes should
align. Thread through the first hole from the inside
of the signature until the knot catches.

Next, loop the needle around the spine and up
into the cover so the nedle and thread exit between the cover and the signiture.

Then, bring the needle back into the same sewAt the last hole, do no bring the needle back into
ing station and out through the next one from the it after looping through the cover. Go through
inside. Repeat with other cover sewing stations.
and tighten any loose parts.

Olace the next signature on top, being sure the
holes align and bring the needle into the first sewing station and out the next one. Pull the thread
through.

Begin Link Stitch: Bring your needle behind the
thread connecting the lower signiture and cover.
The needle should loop in the direction opposite
of the direction of sewing, to make a slight twist.
(ie: If sewing is Right to Left, the needle should
loop Left to Right)

Bring the needle back into the same sewing station and out through the next one. You will have
created a link as pictured above. Continue making Link stitches at each sewing station until you
get to the last one of this signature.

Kettle Stitch: At the end of each signature a
kettle stitch must be made before placing the
next signature. Start just like you’re making a link
stitch but don’t pull the thread tight.

Leave a little loop and bring your needle through
the loop.

Then pull upwards until the thread tightens, forming a knot. Now place the next signature on top
and continue sewing using the link stitches, with a
kettle stitch at the end of each signature.

After the last signature is sewn on, place the
second cover on top. You sew on this cover the
same as at the beginning. Loop the needle and
thread around the cover and back into the same
sewing station of the signature.

Note, you will end up with a double thread
through the last signature. When you are finsihed, tie the thread off with a double knot to the
thread inside the last signature.
(sorry not pictured)

Voila! A successfully sewn Coptic Binding will have a lovely braided pattern across the spine at each
set of sewing stations, and will lie flat when open or closed. Congratulations!

Troublesho o t i n g a n d Tip s
My book looks a little wonky, the signitures are all out of wack - Either you flipped some signatures so the holes
were no longer aligned with the others or you just need to be more careful to hold your jig in place while
punching.
My link stitches are not forming a braid, but look more like a U shape - When making the link you’re looping in
the wrong direction, or in the same direction of sewing. You want to always loop back in the opposite direction of the sewing which will cause the thread to twist making that nice braided pattern.
My book is way too loose - Make sure you’re keeping the thread tight as you go. Because of all the looping
and knotting its very difficult to go back and tighten after you’ve sewn, say, an entire signiture.
Looks good but the cover wants to pop open - You overtightened!
While pulling the thread tight it tore through the paper - When tightening the thread you should always tug it
gently parallel to the spine in the direction you are sewing in and not straight outward or perpendicular to the
spine. This will prevent tears.
No matter how your book came out I recommend making another one. Books always improve with practice.
Thank you and Happy Binding!

